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Marine protection technology
that is light years ahead.

Book-in online at 
www.supremecoat.com/bookings

and view our large catalogue of aftercare products at 
www.supremecoat.com/shop.
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Marine Protection System 
You Can Count On
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Supremecoat®



Supremecoat Marine Treatment
How does Supremecoat Marine Treatment Work?
Upon application you can have the utmost confidence that your vessel will be rendered 
virtually immune to the adverse weathering e�ects of both underwater and above-water 
environments, conditions and elements. We only use the best professional coating 
technology available on the market. Supremecoat has over 20 years of exterior paint & 
interior protection experience. This valued 
knowledge empowers us to deliver the next
generation of advanced protection
treatments. Insist on Supremecoat Ceramic 
then there will be no looking back.

* To gain up to 3 years protection, the product MUST be applied in accordance with Supremecoat's application guidelines. 
Upon application an authenticity certificate will be supplied to the vessel's owner.

Shield Against Corrosives
Supremecoat Marine provides
your vessel with hydrophobic
properties that prevent spotting
and make cleaning dirt and
debris fast and easy.

UV Ray Protection
Supremecoat Marine provides
the maximum UV ray protection
to prevent unsightly damage
associated with aging and 
fading colours.

Highest Degree of Hardness
Supremecoat Marine registers over
9H on the industries hardness scale
- equating to a coating that
provides an exceptional level of
paint protection.

Benefits of Supremecoat  Marine

UV

9H+

The marine life is a testing environment. The high
corrosiveness of salt, UV rays, acids, alkalis,
exhaust and algae/shell contaminants can cause
cosmetic and structural damage that impair
your performance and ruin your vessels
appearance.
Formulated from advanced Nano liquid
ceramic technology, Supremecoat Ceramic 
Marine protection is designed to o�er the 
ultimate paint protection for all marine vessels.

Supremecoat Marine Treatment System
Why choose Supremecoat Marine treatment?

Supremecoat®

Untreated Treated

“Our finest made marine treatment system is 

now available. Following years of  extensive 

research and testing, your vessel will benefit 

from the advancements in ceramic treatment 

technology”


